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On the cover: Time to Drive! – photos by Victor Yuen and 
Chris Tworek; Montage Cover by Michelle Belanger

We would like to welcome to the Club:
Richard and Diana Kovach 2011 328xi
Darsh Thanki and Urvi Maheshwari  no car listed
Karl Hinchcliffe – E30 325 Cabriolet

BMW Club of Southern Alberta
The BMW Club of Southern Alberta is a member club of the BMW Club of 
Canada which is a founding national member of the International Council 
of BMW Clubs.

Mailing Address: PO Box 75012 Cambrian, Calgary, Alberta T2K 6J8
General email: email@bmwcsa.ca
Website: www.bmwcsa.ca
Facebook: BMW Club of Southern Alberta (@bmwcsa96)
Instagram: @bmwcsa96
Twitter: @bmwcsa96
YouTube: BMW Club of Southern Alberta

Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter
•  The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes  

Freude am Fahren in print 4 times per year and emails  
Joy of Driving 6 times per year.

•  Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication 
by or liability to BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA 
reserves the right to modify or edit any material or submissions.

•  Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or 
procedures that may void your warranty, cause your car to fail 
emissions tests, or make your insurance company or agent unhappy. 
BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors and Officers are not responsible for 
any consequences that may ensue. 

•  Please send Newsletter Items and Questions to Chris Tworek at  
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca

•  Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at  
membership@bmwcsa.ca

Directors and Officers
Please limit phone calls to between the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM

Kalender 
Our Club uses venues that follow the City of 
Calgary Bylaws which are consistent with 
Alberta Covid Restrictions. 
Please be socially responsible when you attend our events!

Mar 5  CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot 
Meadows across from Ikea

Mar 9  Social & General Meeting - 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm – 
VIRTUAL – contact walsh@bmwcsa.ca for invite

Mar 12  Sheni’s Auto Trend 4-Wheel Dyno and Suspension 
Balance – FREE but register for headcount at https://
www.eventbrite.ca/e/258671803327/

April 2  CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot 
Meadows across from Ikea

April 13  Social & General Meeting - 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm – 
VIRTUAL – contact walsh@bmwcsa.ca for invite

May 14-27  Pacific Northwest USA NW Tour (May 14-27th) – see 
TOURS page in Newsletter or website for info - 
Contact Wallace Chow at wdchow@outlook.com 

June 4  Street Survival – see www.bmwcsa.ca/trss and flyer 
in Newsletter

Sept 15 Northern Germany Tour (Sept 15 to Oct 1) – see  
-Oct 1  TOURS page in Newsletter or website for info - 

Contact Wallace Chow at wdchow@outlook.com 

Membership in BMWCSA
Membership is a family affair with many of our events 

devised with family participation in mind. The family membership 
of $60 for one year, $105 for two years and $150 for three years 
covers all household family members.  You do not have to own a 
BMW to be a Club member! 

To join the club, download the membership form from the 
link below and fill in your details: http://bmwcsa.ca/resources/
Membership-Application.pdf

For more info, or to submit your membership application, please 
email Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca

Membership privileges include newsletters and participation 
in many social and motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on 
parts & lifestyle accessories at BMW Dealerships. After one year 
of membership, you will also enjoy a 2% Rebate off MRSP on 
either a new car or motorcycle from BMW Canada. This discount 
is based on MRSP and not on your negotiated price. 

Also many of our advertising sponsors, whose ads appear 
in our newsletters, offer discounts to members for parts and 
services. Please remember to show your BMWCSA card and 
identify yourself as a club member when purchasing parts, 
accessories and service.

President and 
Director
Greg Walsh 
403-286-2248
walsh@bmwcsa.ca

Vice President & 
Treasurer & Director
Jeff Trost
trost@bmwcsa.ca

Newsletter Editor & 
Director
Chris Tworek 
403-238-8049
tworek@bmwcsa.ca

Director at Large 
and National  
Club Liason
Brian DeBoeck 
deboeck@bmwcsa.ca

Director & Social 
Media Manager, 
Secretary 
Victor Yuen  
victor@bmwcsa.ca

Director
Rainer Kahl
kahl@bmwcsa.ca

Directors, Event 
Coordinators
events@bmwcsa.ca

Heather Mercier 
mercier@bmwcsa.ca

Robert Norum
norum@bmwcsa.ca

Chief Driving 
Instructor
Gary Coleman
coleman@ 
bmwcsa.ca 

Membership 
Coordinator
Glen Cook 
403-274-8716 
membership@ 
bmwcsa.ca

Newsletter 
Production Editor & 
Webmaster
Michelle Belanger

Director & 
Motorsport 
Coordinator
Ray Hansen 
hansen@bmwcsa.ca

Welcome Committee
welcome@bmwcsa.ca
Heather Mercier
Robert Norum 
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The President’s Corner – Greg Walsh
This month’s cover is a montage of what we like best – driv-

ing!  Similarly, the montage inside the newsletter is a recap of the 
many activities we managed to do last year even with all the Covid 
restrictions. Hopefully, an inspiration for even more frivolity and 
action this year!

Our Club has many facets to engage you, our members. And 
to be brutally honest, there are some that I do not comprehend. 
To paraphrase a foreign politician, we have knowns, unknowns, 
known unknowns and unknown unknowns.

In the deep dark distant past (pre-June 2015), we had no 
monthly CC&C. Opportunities to gather for tire kicking, engine 
slobbering and pure BS were limited, those offered were gobbled 
up. Our Technical Presentations pre-CC&C were attracting 20-30 
folk on a regular basis, some did much better. The dynamic has 
since changed. Our Technical Presentation / Shop Tour attendance 
has declined significantly over the last few years while the CC&C 
has dramatically increased from the original 6-8 attendees to as 
much as 40-50 on good Saturdays. While Covid has impacted the 
CC&C gatherings, our experience has been that the worst weather 
sometimes brings out record numbers who wanted to chat over 
breakfast or brunch.

You may accuse me of a biased interpretation but I feel that 
the popularity of CC&C has fulfilled our social imperative and led 
to the declining attendance at our Technical Presentations and 
Shop Tours. Our membership is not static, we have a continuous 
enlistment of new members replacing folk who go elsewhere. So, 

while the hard-core long-time members may think that some of 
our events are repetitive, I say “Yes they are”. We have a duty to the 
new folk to introduce them to technology and to our sponsors. We 
do though try to mix things up and introduce new perspectives. For 
example, the latest Oil talk was by Liqui Moly while the previous 
one was from Miller Oils. Our upcoming visit to Sheni’s Auto Trend 
will introduce a four-wheel Dyno that I doubt many have witnessed 
before. The aforementioned Liqui Moly presentation was actively 
promoted to other Clubs and groups of car enthusiasts. If we can 
expand our listening base we can attract more and better present-
ers.

So why do I bother saying all this?

Our Event Coordinators need to hear from you. What do you 
want to hear/learn more about? What shop or product has caught 
your fancy to the point you want to share it with the rest of us? 
Have you seen a video that is so informative we all need to see 
it? Please share your ideas with us; Rob Norum, our lead Event 
Coordinator is all ears. Contact him at (norum@bmwcsa.ca).

For upcoming exciting adventures please have a look at our 
Kalender of events on page 3.

Our Club succeeds because our members step forward. 
Thank you All!

I wish you Joy of your BMW.

Greg Walsh
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Franz Walker and Paul Faulkner of Liqui Moly did an out-
standing and comprehensive presentation on Oil Lubricants and 
Maintenance Additives for our Club members and a few guests 
on Saturday February 12th. Due to the uncertainty of ever chang-
ing Covid Protocols, the presentation was simultaneously put on 
at the Cardel Theatre and on a Zoom Virtual Meeting. It was an 
interactive event as Franz and Paul welcomed many questions. 
The rental of the theatre was split by the Club and Liqui Moly and 
donated by Cardel to the Calgary Food Bank. Liqui Moly gener-
ously gave away two prize packs consisting of an oil change kit for 
the car of your choice plus additives and other promotional items.

We do hope that the Liqui Moly booth will be at this year’s 
Sheni’s Auto Trend Eurofest in September and encourage every-
one to stop by for a tad more education.

With the help of Paul and Franz, we will endeavour to 
summarize this excellent presentation in three chapters: The 
Meaning of Oil Specifications and Acronyms, Choosing the Right 
oil and Maintenance Additives over this and future newsletters.

Chapter 1: What do all those Numbers and Acronyms 
really mean?

As a preamble for those that were not at the presentation 
with its rich Q&A interaction, a quick education on oil to help you 
better understand the upcoming specifications and some of the 
acronyms.

Regular oils are made from petroleum while Synthetic oils 
are a blend of chemicals called alkylated aromatics, synthetic 
esters and polyalphaolefins. There are also blends of the two. 

Synthetic is considered superior to regular oil because it 

can handle a higher and lower temperature range and has bet-
ter friction reduction. Synthetic has molecules of the same size 
and structure, resulting in greater engine efficiency justifying its 
higher cost, versus regular oil which has uneven molecules and 
less performance.

The other key oil parameters are Total Base Number (TBN) 
and the main family of additives, Sulfated Ash, Phosphorus, 
and Sulfur (SAPS). Note that there are also other additives like 
Titanium in some oils.

TBN is a measure of reserve alkalinity (i.e. you don’t want an 
acidic oil for obvious reasons!)  

SAPS (Sulfated Ash, Phosphorus, and Sulfur) contribute to 
the engine oil’s Total Base Number (TBN), by resisting viscosity 
shear loss and thermal breakdown and protecting against oxida-
tion, wear, corrosion, and deposit formation. 

Sulphated Ash is the metallic content from engine oil com-
bustion and comes from the oil’s anti-wear and detergent addi-
tive chemistry. The deposits are non-combustible and cannot be 
removed by regeneration, and collect in the Diesel Particulate 
Filter (DPF) or Gasoline Particulate Filter (GDP) or catalytic con-
vertors. 

Phosphorus is the friction reducing additive, providing anti-
wear protection and improving oxidation resistance. 

Sulfur contributes to engine cleanliness and provides anti-
wear and antioxidant protection. 

Too high a concentration of SAPS can poison and damage 
a vehicle’s DPF or catalyst converter and reduce engine perfor-
mance. However, a high concentration gives more protection 
but a lower concentration benefits emissions reductions and 
fuel economy. 

And now to the heart of the story – over the past few decades, 
engine design has radically evolved and oils have an ever-growing 
role ranging from protection to fuel economy and emissions to 
solving many issues with modern designs. Key issues:

Condition: Effect:
Downsizing Engine 
Displacement

Lower oil volume, increased aeration, 
thermal and mechanical loading

Turbo charging High oil temperatures, oxidation, 
sludge deposits

Direct fuel injection Fuel dilution, oxidation, sludge 
deposits, soot, wear 

Low Speed Pre-
ignition (LSPI)

Side effect of turbocharged Direct 
Injection architecture, can cause 
catastrophic failures

Low viscosity motor 
oils

Higher oil consumption, lower oil 
pressure 

Euro VI and GPF 
filters 

Increased complexity, requiring low 
ash oils with ACEA rating

What does this translate to when we are talking specifica-
tions and standards?

Liqui Moly Lubricants Presentation
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There is a difference between North American and European 
standards - North American focus is on what the oil does - the 
European standard focus is on what the engine needs. Both 
standards can be confusing in marketing terms mainly because 
neither are crystal clear on performance tiers.

In North America, the American Petroleum Institute 
(API) takes the International Lubricant Specification Advisory 
Committee (ILSAC) standard and integrates it into an API 

standard. ILSAC focuses on Fuel Economy and Emissions 
Equipment longevity.  The GF standards have moved from GF in 
1992 to GF-6 in 2020.  Similarly, the API standard that integrates 
this spec, has moved from SH in 1993 to SP in 2020. If you see 
API SH, SJ, SL, SM, SN, or SN+ on the can, then you are seeing 
oil formulated or compatible to previous standards.

In Europe, the Association of Constructors of European 
Automobiles (ACEA) has 8 concurrent standards: Three stan-
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REMINDER
BMW Canada Loyalty Discount 
for BMW Club Canada Members
Members are reminded to follow the proper  
process to avoid losing the discount

•  This is a BMW Canada Plan – BMW Clubs only 
administer the application process

• The Loyalty Discount:
 o  2% off MRSP up to $2000 (regardless of any 

other deal at dealership)
 o Applies to new vehicles and motorcycles
 o  Applicant must have been a BMW Club  

member for minimum of 12 months
• Prior to Purchase Club Member MUST:
 o  Fill in application form (see https://www.bmw-

csa.ca/membership-overview/benefits/) 
 o  Email to Club President at walsh@bmwcsa.ca 

BEFORE PURCHASE
  •  It can take up to 2 weeks for processing 

so apply early
 o  Only the Member may submit the applica-

tion, no Dealership nor anyone else may 
submit it on their behalf

•  Upon membership verification by the BMW Club, 
BMW Canada emails discount letter to member

 o  Letter is good for up to six (6) months on any 
new model

 o  Member presents discount letter to Dealership 
during purchase process – cannot be done  
retroactively!

•  Each member may use only one (1) discount in 
any 12-month period but can apply for a letter 
multiple times

•  Questions – contact Greg Walsh at  
walsh@bmwcsa.ca

dards for High SAPS for diesel and gas without DPF (ACEA A1/
B1, A3/B4 and A5/B5) and five for Low SAPS for diesel and gas 
with DPF (ACEA C1 to C5). The European trend is moving toward 
lower levels of SAPS content mostly to wring out the last bit of 
fuel economy and emissions reductions. 

 Chapter 2: My head is spinning – what oil do I chose?
Most manufacturers, and especially European, develop their 

own engine oil specifications. That specification can vary on the 
make, model, year, as well as any upgrade options. Your war-
ranty may depend on adhering to that specification. You can look 
in your Owner’s manual or use the oil selector the excellent Liqui 
Moly site: https://www.liqui-moly.com/en/ca/

The following range applies to BMW but it is wise to check 
your owner’s manual for specificity:

Think of the LL-01 oils as the “base” - traditional, high 
performance gasoline engine oils. LL stands for Long Life and 
LL-01 FE oils are thinner for increased fuel economy.

By Comparison, LL-04 and LL-17 FE+ oils have ~ 50% 
lower sulphated ash levels to protect emissions equipment. They 
have 40% lower TBN which may shorten their lifespan with poor 
quality gasoline or biodiesel fuels.

However, as manufacturers develop new engines with ever 
increasing power, fuel economy and emissions requirements, 
they are looking to the ultra-thin and low SAPS LL-17 FE+ oils to 
help them meet their goals.

This is but a start in understanding how to pick an oil. 
Viscosity and special characteristics now come into play.

Each of the aforementioned standards will have a range of 
viscosities. For example, LL-01 comes in 5w40 and 5w30 vis-
cosities as standard, with ambient operating temperature being 
the consideration, along with a 10w60 for M Cars and a Special 
Tec B FE 5w30 for fuel economy.

A similar range exists for the LL-04. 

If you have a mid 1960’s to early 2000’s or high mileage 
machine, then there are 10w40 and 20w50 oils with more zinc 
and sulphur to protect older engines from wear and damage.

Lastly, the MOLYGEN oils are the new generation with 
advanced additive packages and leak detection dyes. Formulated 
with chemical friction modifiers and molybdenum, they offer 15% 
lower friction for improved fuel economy, while offering high ther-
mal and pressure stability yielding up to 30% less wear thereby 
extending engine life.

(Editor’s note: As an example, for my 2019 X5 40 M 6 cylin-
der, the BMW manual recommends BMW Long Life – 01 FE, 014 
FE+ or 017 FE – however, for the X5 50 V8, they only recommend 
the FE-01 FE. These oils are currently made by Shell for BMW.)

Tune in for Chapter 3: Using Additives for Maintenance 
and Problem Solving.  This thrilling conclusion, to be featured in 
the June Freude am Fahren, will include everything from how to 
properly change oil to long term maintenance including storage 
or limited use to solving some pesky problems.  Reserve your 
copy now!
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Despite overwhelming odds during the great staycation, we had an amazing time in 2021 – informal and formal drives, CC&Cs, BBQ, 
Scavenger Hunt, Sheni’s Auto Trend Eurofest and a few photos sessions. Here is to creating even more memorable times in 2022 …

Club Adventures – 2021 and more in 2022!

CC&C

Scavenger Hunt 
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Drives 
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BBQ

Eurofest 
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Photo Sessions
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Glen Cook, our Membership Coordinator, invited members to 
submit stories and photos of their first BMW. 

Glen suggested talking about the model, when and where 
you bought it, how long you owned it including the miles you 
drove it, what prompted you to pick a BMW over competing 
brands and memorable moments or incidents.

Glen got an amazing response of 10 almost immediately 
and promises of another 5-6.  We decided to publish these in the 
printed Freude am Fahren as a printed copy is more of a keep-
sake.  The first ones are in this issue and we will publish more in 
upcoming issues as they arrive.  Please feel free to submit your 
story replete with tears, laughter or lessons learned to Glen Cook 
at  membership@bmwcsa.ca 

We also thank Marg Cook who spent a little time editing the 
articles.

Misia Rajzyngier - Thank Goodness for 
My BMW 

I think I was about 6 when I started to really notice cars 
on the road and yell the names of brands out the window. My 
parents loved cars and always went to the yearly car shows 
downtown, when I was growing up. One brand that coincidently 
stuck out was - you guessed it - BMW. I can’t truly pinpoint the 
exact reason why BMW, but I’m sure I don’t have to explain it to 
an audience of BMW owners. 

When I was 17 my Dad had bought a pre-loved car from his 
mechanic of 20+ years. Although my father loved his Japanese 
engineering, he truly appreciated and dreamed of owning a 
European car one day. There it was, a 2004 325xi. Now let 
me preface that this car was quite the aesthetic jump from 
the Accord and Civic he had been driving for years prior. It was 
sporty. It was fun. The perfect four-door go kart. Silverish-gray 
in color, black leather seats, Harmon-Kardon speakers? This 
car was high class for its time (and still is today). I was ecstatic. 
A BMW. I adored the car a lot. It wasn’t big, it was low to the 

ground. The steering wheel was the perfect size and the seats 
were beyond comfortable. 

During that time, I was practicing for my graduated driver’s 
license. Every day, I thought of ways to convince my father that 
the E46 in his driveway would look great in my capable, passion-
ate hands. Daily, I remember poking my Polish father to go for a 
drive to the store. Honestly, taking a road trip down to the gas 
station was good enough for me. I just wanted to stare straight at 
the BMW logo in the palm of my hands and ride along the back 
streets of Spruce Meadows with the windows down. 

The E46 was beautiful. Timeless. The headlights and tail-
lights were quite an upgrade from its predecessor, the E36. Not 
to mention the curvier hips and gorgeous front and back end. 

Nothing struck me more than the way that car 
handled. Many people may tell me that in my short 
7 years of driving, my experience behind the wheel 
may not incline me to make such a statement. But 
the car drove smoothly and consistently. The chas-
sis flowed into the corners with confidence. I never 
felt like I was driving a vehicle but that the vehicle 
drove me. Every waking moment I had in that car 
felt right. 

I thank and curse my father daily for allow-
ing me to own and operate a BMW as my first 
vehicle. Thank him because it has made me into 
the enthusiast I am today. It connected me to the 
hundreds of people I have met through the brand. 
It burned a sort of passion in me that was unex-
plainable. It was one of the reasons I got into the 
car scene in Calgary. If it wasn’t for cars, I am not 

Member Cars and Garages
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so sure my boyfriend and I would have known each other for so 
long and be where we are now. It led me to work with the BMW 
brand for the past 5 memorable years. It even put me in the posi-
tion I am sitting at today, writing this article for the BMW Club 
Southern Alberta. 

A first car is more than just a vessel carrying one from point 
A to B. It is what led me to my job, and the friends I had made 
at Calgary BMW back in 2017. It was the first car that connected 
me to my friends at Sheni’s Auto Trend, where we bonded over 
the E46. It led me to a BMW drive where I made friends who I 
will cherish and thank daily for the memories and moments they 
have given me. It was the car that put me in the driver’s seat of 
a 1989 BMW E30 M3 Evo at the M Town Calgary photoshoot. (A 
car that had shaped all M cars today). My little worn out 3 series 
had character and truly made me the enthusiast I am today. 

Now as many of you know, owning a BMW isn’t all sun-
shine and rainbows all the time. If it wasn’t for that high mileage 
325xi I probably would have never gotten stuck in the middle of 
Bearspaw, in a snowdrift, after driving a friend home in January 
in the middle of the night. Maybe I wouldn’t have needed a tow 
truck and maybe I wouldn’t have wasted four hours waiting in 
my freezing cold (almost out of gas) car. If it wasn’t for that car 
maybe driving in the fast lane would never have been an urge of 
mine. If it wasn’t for that car maybe I would have saved a couple 
thousand dollars on the oil leaks and laundry list of work that I 
was trying so hard to ignore. The work that I kept avoiding due to 
the pocket change I had saved up from my part time jobs grow-
ing up. Maybe I would have not invested all my time into cars 
and could have spent my money on other things like vacations or 
other “things” that brought people joy. Maybe I would have been 
driving a Civic and 7 years later I would still be driving it to this 
day. Issue and headache free. 

These were all hypothetical what-ifs that may have hap-
pened if my father had never agreed upon me driving that BMW. 
But tell me ... do you think I would have as many fond and 
memorable moments to talk about if that were the case? Lesson 
being, things happen for a reason. 

When someone asks me why BMW? I usually tell them ... 
you wouldn’t get it. Only ultimate drivers know the experience. 

Anthony Swartz – 1996 328i
My first BMW was a 1996 (e36) 328i Sedan in bright red. It 

had the winter package and the M sport package, which included 
M stitching on the steering wheel, embroidered seats, body kit, 
and M style wheels.

I purchased the car brand new at Birchwood BMW in 
Winnipeg. I wasn’t looking to purchase a car at the time. I was 
only stopping in to visit a car salesperson from whom I had previ-
ously purchased cars at other dealerships. 

At the time, I was driving a Mazda MX6 Mystere. I saw the 
shiny red BMW 328i in the showroom and, the next thing I knew, 
I was driving away in this awesome BMW. That car had a lot 
of power for its time: 190HP doesn’t seem like a lot by today’s 
standards, but it was more than enough. 
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I had owned many different car brands in the past, but this 
was my first venture into BMW. Needless to say, I have had six 
BMWs since and really don’t even consider other brands today. 
I only drove the 328i for about three years, as I needed a bigger 
vehicle for work at the time. I regretted trading it in, but it wasn’t 
long after that I got back into BMW and never looked back. 

My wife and I took that car on a great road trip to South 
Dakota to see Mount Rushmore, Sturgis, Deadwood and the 
Black Hills & Badlands. 

The only really memorable incident was when my mother-
in-law called the house to say she was coming over for a visit. I 
wanted to leave the house before she came over and was rush-
ing to get out. I backed out of the driveway quickly and hit the car 
parked across the street. The windows were tinted pretty dark 
and I couldn’t see out properly. Serves me right! 

This picture is in the Badlands of South Dakota, with my wife 
in the passenger seat.

 Catalin Mitrache – 2013 X1
Our first BMW is a 2013 X1 xDrive28i. The order was placed 

in February 2013. We watched the webcam in the Bremerhaven 
terminal the night the car was shipped, looking for a little orange 
dot, then followed the ship on its way to Canada and on the train 
from Halifax. We knew the date that it arrived in the city and 
patiently waited before an appointment was set up for us. We 
wanted to name it and a friend convinced us to get a vanity plate. 
We ended up getting it right on time and brought the plate with 
us on the day our sales rep came to pick us up.

On that day in April, we both showed up in our orange jack-

ets and brought little orange presents to the dealership team 
(orange German jam, chocolate with orange flavour made in 
Germany, and even one of those cards that you can plant and 
it grows orange flowers). It was a happy day. Poppins is our 
first new car and “he” joins us on every trip. We took “him” for 
a short ride to North Glenmore right after we picked him up, 
drove 35,000 km that summer, and since then have got close 
to 200,000 km, all across numerous provinces and states. The 
engine doesn’t burn a drop of oil!

We used to have an older Japanese car, and had promised 
ourselves that one day we would get a “little 4x4 of good qual-
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ity” for a safer winter experience. The X1 was, at the time, exactly 
what we needed, and continues to work really well for our life-
style. Poppins became part of the family, and we treat “him” with 
equal love and care. 

Throughout the years, we have slept inside the car and 
mastered the luggage management in a small space. I am 6’4” 
and the car is, surprisingly, “almost” perfect for my height when 
the armrest is my pillow. We have watched the aurora borealis 
numerous times and enjoyed the reflections on the hood. 
The battery died one day after three nights below minus 
30 in Kananaskis, and it was the only car in the parking 
lot that restarted with a boost on the morning we had 
to leave the cabin. (We still have the same battery after 
almost nine years; it’s trickle-charged from time to time.) 
We do ultra-mile racing and get great low fuel-consump-
tion numbers. For example, we managed to drive from 
Lake Louise to downtown Calgary with 4.9 l/100 km. 
Quite impressive for a 1.6 ton, AWD car!

We have had bears walk by the car, a cougar leap 
in front of us, wild horses run with us, and now have a 
happy little puppy that loves to lick our windows and 
dashboard. The trunk cover is perfect as a table to pre-
pare a meal when sitting underneath the open hatch in 
rainy conditions. I recently spent months applying a paint 
protection film myself. It looks homemade in places and 
does a great job at the same time; I learned a lot in the 
process! We have driven friends who came to visit from 
across the world and, years later, they continue to check 
in, every time we talk to them, to see how Poppins is 
doing.

David Doumat – 2001 540i
My first BMW was a 2001 540i 6-MT in Imola red with 

the “M-Package.” I bought it in Calgary up in Inglewood on 
January10, 2016. I had to teach myself how to drive a manual the 
whole way back home. 

I bought the car because I simply fell in love with the E39 
body style: very clean lines, a simple design with a luxurious 
interior. It was the perfect first car. I only owned it for a year and 
put around 5000 km on it as it was a mechanical nightmare—
constantly blowing up coolant hoses all around the motor and 

once it blew the reservoir up. 

I say one of my most favorable moments was what my 
friends liked to call “the earthquake simulator”: I was teaching 
myself how to drive stick with no instruction and the car would 
jolt every time I tried to get off the line. It made for some laughs 
every time it happened, in the beginning.

Eric Nitkin – 2012 128i

My first BMW is the one I’m currently driving. It’s a 2012 128i 
6MT. I bought it preowned from Calgary BMW in the summer of 
2017. 

My father had an orange 2002, back in the day, and my 
uncle drove BMWs for a long stretch. He had an E21 320i, then 
an E30 328e. After a few different cars, he came back to BMW 
and had an E34 525i followed by an E39 540i. All his BMWs 
were stick shift to boot! Suffice to say, I’ve been exposed to 
BMWs for most of my life but never had the means to purchase 
one brand-new. I’ve always been attracted to their no-nonsense 
approach to vehicle styling, and I love how they ride and handle. 
After moving to Alberta from Ontario in 2016, and driving a car 
with a lease soon to expire, I decided that was it was time to 

explore the preowned market to find the car I’ve 
always wanted but never had. After months of 
searching and not finding much, a white 2008 128 
6MT showed up at Calgary BMW. After my test 
drive, the sales associate got into a bit of trouble 
as he was unaware there was a deal pending on 
the car. The deal went through and it was sold, so 
I asked to be kept informed about upcoming units. 
After a month or so, my current ride arrived. Black 
wasn’t my first choice of colour, and it didn’t come 
with the sport seats either, but it was the LCI model 
and I knew that 1-series models were hard to come 
by. I also knew that I’d be putting my own stamp on 
it eventually. After convincing my wife, who doesn’t 
drive a manual, that I could teach her or, at least, 
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would promise not to ask for her AWD Subaru when the weather 
got bad, I went ahead and bought the car. 

I very quickly went about joining Facebook BMW groups 
and also joined BMWCSA. Then I found a pair of sports seats to 
swap for the base buckets: the best part is that I was able to sell 
the base buckets for almost what I paid for the new ones! Next, I 
went after upgraded alloy wheels. I always thought that the 261M 
style suited the 1 series the best and I found a set at a fair price 
due to average condition and useless tires. I’ll get the wheels 
refinished eventually. I mounted Firestone Indy 500s, which I’ve 
been quite pleased with. Then I had a BMW performance short 
shift kit fitted, including weighted knob and Alcantara boot. I’ve 
put on about 30,000 km since getting the car and have done my 
part to keep up to date with maintenance. All fluids were flushed 
and replaced in the first two years of ownership. New brakes at 
each corner were also done in year two. Then it was just twice 
a year oil changes (I don’t put on much mileage) until last year, 
when I had to do the valve cover and gasket, spark plugs and 
VANOS solenoids. Not long after that, the oil pan gasket was 
replaced.

I’ve really enjoyed driving the car year-round, and I especially 
enjoy the club-organized and impromptu drives. The non-turbo 
straight-6 never ceases to put a smile on my face—with the 
added bonus of not being too fast to get me into big trouble. I 
look forward to many more years of driving enjoyment, as well 
as a few more performance tweaks. Sorry if I rambled on, but 
I’m proud of my car and proud to associate with the BMWCSA. 

Maciej W. - 1999 BMW M Coupe
I bought my first BMW, a 1999 BMW M Coupe, in 2014 and 

managed to find a local example here in Alberta. What prompted 
me to pick a BMW over competing brands? I was specifically 
after a 1999 to 2002 M Coupe, so I didn’t consider any other 
brands in my search. The car is still in my garage, with around 
10,000 km on the odometer—no plans to sell it anytime soon!

As a kid, I remember seeing a Z3 M Coupe for the first time 
parked at Calgary BMW. It was Imola Red with the widest BBS 
wheels I’d ever seen. I instantly fell in love with this quirky offer-
ing from BMW and knew that I had to own one of these one day. 

Many years later, and countless hours on many classified sites, 
I finally found one listed locally and immediately contacted the 
seller and bought it. It’s such a fun car that brings a smile to my 
face each time I get in and I hope to be able to enjoy it for many 
years to come.

Rob Norum – 2011 328
My first BMW was a white 2011 328 which I purchased in 

2013. I was just killing time, going through a car lot, when I came 
across it. I had never thought of ever owning a BMW. It was love 
at first sight. I owned the car for seven years and put approxi-
mately 100,000 km on it. In November of 2020, the car was 
traded in for a 2021 BMW X4 M40i. No regrets.

Similar Model
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Robert Spina – 2001 320i

Love to tell my story! My first BMW was a 2001 320i pur-
chased in Oakville at Buddy BMW for $31,000. It was Orient Blue 
with a tan interior, a 5-speed manual. I drove it for six years and 
about 167,000 km.

I liked the technology and safety features of a BMW, with a 
family of two young girls and Jill. 

I had some issues with the vehicle that could not be resolved 
from the dealer. The headlights would turn off unknowingly 
numerous times! Scared the living Sh!t out of me!! I got NO help 
from the dealer or BMW Canada at the time.

We lived in the small northern-Ontario city of North Bay and 
I was one of the very few who had a new BMW. I was stopped all 
the time for questions about the vehicle or expressions of love for 
the brand. I was frequently pulled over by the police—I am glad I 
did not own an M at the time!!!

Stuart Payne

It’s unusual that my first (and only) BMW is a 2014 i8, but 
there you go! I bought it in Calgary in August 2021. I look forward 
to the article!

I picked this BMW over competing brands because of its 
uniqueness, the resale value, those amazing butterfly doors, and 
a warranty that lasts until 2024! I still have it 17 months later and 
have driven it about 5000 km, so far.

What are some memorable moments or incidents? Driving it 
in the Canada Day car parade in Cochrane was fun. Every time I 
drive it is memorable—I get lots of comments and stares!  

Tevy Feldman
I can remember having an attraction to BMWs ever since 

very early childhood. My father, being somewhat of an enthusi-
ast, had owned an original 2002, a late 70’s 633i, and a brand 
new 535i purchased in 1985. This would end up becoming my 
first car about 14 years later when he passed it on to me for my 
19th Birthday. I couldn’t believe that it was now mine and I abso-
lutely loved this car. I carried a sense of pride driving the BMW 
and it was quite the car for a 19-year-old kid to own. 

I had lots of memorable moments in my first BMW. The fun-
niest was getting stuck on the ice by the Glenmore reservoir boat 
docks while “hanging out” late at night with a girlfriend at the 
time. It took three tow trucks to get us out of there. The first two 
trucks (and my Dad) came sliding in and got stuck themselves!

I always took my car to Sheni’s when I was young and I still 
take my two E46 BMWs there today; some things never change. 
I drove my first BMW for about 120,000 km and then sold the 
car to another enthusiast with 325,000 km on it and still running 
well. I will own this model of BMW in my future once again.

Similar Model
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Chris Tworek – 2000 528i
My first BMW was a 2000 528i E39 with the Motorsport 

Package.

I grew up as a hot rodder and drag racer, until kids, dogs and 
career took precedence for many years. Finally, the kids were 
gone and, after years of Detroit iron, I wanted a fun ride. I started 
looking at BMWs and fell in love with E39s.

Judy and I made the mistake of walking into Calgary BMW 
during their March 2001 Sales Event. All the sales guys were 
hustling but Grant Keil (who is still the GM) took us under his 
wing and showed us the 2000 528i Demo. He said we could 
test drive it for the weekend. I was back in a few hours to make 
a deal—and Grant gave me a “you can’t walk away at this price” 
deal. However, a blizzard was starting and Grant, always look-
ing out for customers, would not let me take the car off the lot 
without snow tires. That was probably the only weak part of the 
car – it was never great on ice going down hill and there was that 
spin out at the bottom of the road coming from Banff Springs 
Hotel one -30 C night that we remember all too well.  Luckily, no 
E39s were lost in the making of that adventure!

Fast forward: despite owning other BMWs, the car is still 
with us, with approximately 330,000 km. 

There is a simple beauty and feel to the car. E39s still look 
great today and fun to drive. All you do is slide in and – three 
pedals on the floor, 5-speed to row, great tire-killing handling, 
and Judy with maps is the GPS! The 6-Pack CD Changer vibrated 

itself out of existence but thanks to Calgary BMW, Motorwerkes, 
Alpine Autowerks and Sheni’s Auto Trend, it still hums.

And did I mention adventures - BMWCSA Performance and 
Winter Driving Schools, more than one tour of twisty mountain 
roads, grandkid hauler, family second vehicle ... and on it goes.
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Our Club has always been about the driving adventure 
where it be on a track or a road tour.

We live in uncertain times. However, we are making every 
effort to continue our activities while observing the ever-chang-
ing health advisories and rules. Our intent with the following 
activities is to be ready, giving time for preparation, rather than 
trying to launch an activity at the last moment with little notice. 
Far better to have a dream and a plan to fulfill it then just hunker-
ing down!

Sheni’s Autotrend Four Wheel Dyno 
March 12, 2022, 10:00 AM to Noon

FREE – register for headcount at https://www.eventbrite.
ca/e/258671803327/

BMWCSA 2022 Pacific North West 
(USA) Tour 
May 14-25, 2022

A virtual presentation and meeting was held on January 
22th and there was enough enthusiasm to make it a GO!.  There 
is still some room available. Full details are on our website at:  
https://www.bmwcsa.ca/events/

Contact Wallace Chow at wdchow@outlook.com

BMWCSA 2022 Northern Germany Tour
Sept 15-Oct 1, 2022

A virtual presentation and meeting was held on January 
15th and there was enough enthusiasm to make it a GO!.  There 
is still some room available. Full details are on our website at: 
https://www.bmwcsa.ca/events/

Contact Wallace Chow at wdchow@outlook.com

Our Club Tours and Events

Crater Lake, Oregon

In house dyno – axle mounted – no tire wear – baseline run $180

Western States Rally Club
Our good friend, Erik Swenson, who helped organize 

the Monterey 2016 Tour, has set up the Western States 
Rally Club. This is a unique rally experience as it com-
bines the joy of driving and exploring with the discover 
of the local culture and history.  Hagerty 
Insurance and Griot’s Motors are among 
the sponsors.

Full details can be found at:  
https://westernstatesrallyclub.com/
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